Abstract-Equivalent dipole polarizabilities are a succinct way to summarize the inductive response of an isolated conductive body at distances greater than the scale of the body. At any time lag or frequency, an equivalent dipole polarizability response is comprised of nine parameters: six specifying an equivalent dipole polarizability matrix (which is symmetric) and three specifying the apparent location of the body center. Smith and Morrison have given equations for calculating uncertainties in equivalent dipole polarizability and position based on analysis of an iterative linearized inversion. Here, the root mean squared uncertainty in polarizability is weighted and summed over a number of control points and minimized using an evolutionary algorithm for a number of instrument designs. Three families of designs are presented: single-transmitter systems for use on a two-dimensional grid of positions with negligible error in relative instrument location, two-transmitter systems for use on a line of positions with negligible error in relative instrument location, and three-transmitter systems for stand alone use. Results for the oneand two-transmitter systems are strongly degraded by errors in instrument position, whereas the three-transmitter systems are insensitive to instrument positioning errors.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E
QUIVALENT dipoles have long been used for approximating potential fields in geophysics as well other fields, and we will not attempt to outline the history of their usage. Recently, they have been used to model secondary magnetic fields arising from currents induced in isolated conductive, and possibly magnetic bodies, for discrimination between unexploded ordnance (UXO) and other materials, for example, by Khadr et al. [6] , Bell et al. [3] , Pasion and Oldenburg [7] , Smith and Morrison [9] , or Baum [1] . In these examples, the induced dipoles are modeled as linearly proportional to the inducing magnetic fields at the body centers.
Since the inducing magnetic fields are, in general, vector, and the induced dipoles may have components in and directions, the two are related by a matrix. Letting be the secondary magnetic fields due to currents induced in a body by a primary inducing field of nominal strength at the center of the body (as it would be in the absence of the body), and letting , and be the fields of unit magnetic dipoles in the and direction placed at the body center, then an equivalent dipole polarizability representation of the field approximates the field as (1) where (2) is the equivalent dipole polarizability matrix and is 3 3 and symmetric, with dimensions of magnetic moment per magnetic induction. In time-domain applications, typically, the fields are observed after the primary magnetic fields due to currents in a transmitter coil are extinguished, so the entire measured fields are secondary fields . In practice, the position of the center of the body is generally not known, and the origin of equivalent dipole fields is fit to a set of data, yielding an effective object center which may be displaced from the geometric center of the object. Since the polarizability matrix contains information about secondary magnetic fields for any orientation of primary magnetic field , secondary magnetic field measurements from sources with primary fields in at least three different (linearly independent) directions at the body center are needed to estimate the polarizability matrix.
Assuming that the effective object center is independent of time of field measurement after transmitter shutoff, differentiating (1) gives (3) where the polarizability change rate is frequently also referred to as the polarizability matrix.
In frequency-domain applications, the same equations apply, with replaced with , but is in general complex (and symmetric), and the secondary fields must be separated from the primary fields of the inducing sources.
The eigenvectors of (or ) give an empirical set of principal directions for an object. For an object with an axis of symmetry, the symmetry implies that two eigenvalues are identical, and that the eigenvector corresponding to the remaining eigenvalue is parallel to the axis of symmetry. For objects with spherical symmetry the three eigenvalues are identical. The eigenvalues of or as a function of time after transmitter current shutoff for a given transmitter wave form the basis of many identification schemes, such as that of Pasion and Oldenberg [7] .
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Most implementations solving for equivalent dipole polarizabilities and location assume that dipole location is independent of time (or frequency). However, for objects with significant end to end asymmetry, such as mortar shells with fins or axially symmetric objects with one end ferrous and the other end nonferrous, the response fields can display significant assymetry with respect to flipping the object end to end, with the assymetry varying as a function of time (or frequency) (e.g., Keiswetter et al. [5] and Sun et al. [12] ). This strongly suggests that the center of induced currents in such objects migrates with time (or frequency), so estimating equivalent dipole location separately for data at different delay times or frequencies is prudent.
Smith and Morrison [9] discuss in detail fitting polarizability matrices and equivalent dipole positions to data in an iterative linearized inversion, with data at each time or frequency treated separately allowing equvialent dipole location to change as induced currents migrate. Writing secondary magnetic field components measurements as (for ), at any iteration, after linearization about a previous estimate of polarizability matrix and equivalent dipole position , the measurements depend on new polarizability matrix element estimates and new equivalent dipole position estimate through an equation of form (4) Row vector of coefficients multiplying the unknown updated polarizability elements is independent of the previous polarizability matrix estimate , but row vector of coefficients multiplying the unknown change to equivalent dipole position does depend on . Equation (4) can be written in matrix form as (5) where is the Jacobian of the data with respect to the parameters. At convergence of an iterative inversion for and , changes in parameters are negligible and is simply evaluated at the final estimate of and . Denoting the covariance matrix for the measurement errors in as , the squared uncertainties in the polarizabilities (elements of ) and in the components of the equivalent dipole position lie on the diagonal of (6) In this paper, measurement errors are approximated as uncorrelated between receivers, so the measurement error covariance matrix is diagonal with squared measurement errors on its main diagonal.
In inversion of data with noise, within their uncertainties, the final estimated values of and , depend on the specific values (realization) of noise in the data, making estimated uncertainties similarly dependent on noise realization. Comparing systems' performance on synthetic data, we eliminate the dependence on noise realization by evaluating at the true equivalent dipole position and true polarizability. This presumes that whatever inversion method is eventually used to interprete data is sufficiently robust to arrive within measurement errors of the true parameter values and makes calculation of estimation errors independent of the inversion method. Thus, uncertainties are calculated directly from and without need for iteration.
As written, (4) and (5) assume that available data are magnetic field data to be inverted for dipole polarizability . For time derivative data , since the structure of (1) and (3) is identical, (4) and (5) hold with and elements replaced by their derivatives , and , and with vector denoting time derivative data. Coefficient matrix is identical in the two cases. Given identical covariance matrices, the problem of optimizing a receiver array with respect to polarizability uncertainties is identical for the two cases.
In principal, one can generalize the model of equivalent dipole polarizabilities to include higher order moments of the induced current system, and one could optimize systems to estimate them also. With more unknown parameters, such estimates would be less stable and require more closely spaced measurements. Optimization of systems for their estimation is beyond the scope of the current paper.
Here a number of designs are presented for systems minimizing the squared uncertainty in polarizability weighted and summed for objects at a number of points specified below the system ("control points"). In this paper, instrument systems are comprised of one or several rectangular transmitter loops of fixed size, and a number of receiver coils approximated as point measurements. Three families of designs are presented: systems for use on a two-dimensional grid of positions with negligible error in relative instrument location, systems for use on a line of positions with negligible error in relative instrument location, and systems for stand alone use, insensitive to instrument positioning errors. The minimizations are made using an empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm.
II. MINIMIZATION USING AN EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTION EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
The general problem of minimizing an arbitrary (objective) function of a considerable number of variables remains a difficult problem. One principal difficulty is that, for unknowns, the total number of points needed to sample a parameter space uniformly increases as th power of the number of sample points for each parameter, making uniform sampling on a detailed grid prohibitive. A large number of algorithms have been proposed which result in some initial coarse sampling of the parameter space and later denser resamplings in areas of low objective function. Among these are simulated annealing, evolutionary algorithms, and genetic algorithms. Here we use the empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm of Smith et al. [11] .
The empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm is a real parameter genetic algorithm with arithmetic recombination, with perturbations to recombined population members based on differences of retained population members and discarded population members. (For an overview of evolutionary algorithms, see, for example, Deb [4, pp. 81-164].) In slightly more detail, to find a minimum of a function of variables in a bounded domain, the algorithm begins i) with a sampling of points , each consisting of variables distributed (uniformly) throughout bounded intervals. At each iteration, ii) the object function is evaluated at each sample point and a penalty term added to the function at any points that fall outside the desired intervals yielding . iii) If the difference between the median and minimum value of is less than a tolerance times the minimum, iteration is stopped. iv) The points are divided randomly into equal size groups ( initially). v) The point with the lowest object function (plus penalty term) from each group is collected into a set of points for use in the next iteration; the remaining points to be discarded are collected into another set . vi) Replacement points are formed from the sum of the average of two randomly selected saved points and the difference of one discard point with a randomly selected saved point (7) where with random sign, and . Each discard point is used in forming one new sample point, and the needed saved points are selected anew for each replacement point. vii) The saved points together with the replacement points are pooled together to use in the next iteration. This gives a new point distribution centered at the mean of the saved point distribution. viii) The process is repeated starting at step ii). Generally, the new points are closer to the mean of the saved points than the discarded points were, and the cloud of sample points shrinks with iteration. As the algorithm saves the best point from each of the groups, it preserves the best point found at any iteration.
The algorithm outlined above may be caught by distributions straddling widely separated minima. This is dealt with by reducing on a schedule based on the contraction expected for a quadratic object function, over iterations, where , and is the desired relative reduction in the relative difference from its value for the initial population, leaving the basic algorithm unchanged. As an alternative to progressively reducing , the selection of points in step vi) [ (7)] is altered. When forming the th replacement point, (vi;a) the first saved point is randomly selected as before; (vi;b) several more points are drawn randomly from the set of saved points, and the closest of these to the first saved point is used as the second saved point to be averaged . (vi;c) Then additional saved points are drawn, and the closest of these to the discard point is used as in (7). (vi;d) The replacement point is then formed through (7) as before. In this variant, the amount of perturbation added to the averaged saved points needs to be somewhat larger ( , for ). Experience has shown this to eliminate the need for progressively reducing the number of saved points to escape distributions straddling widely separated minima.
One can generally cannot afford to adequately sample a parameter space for even moderate , so guarantees of convergence to the global minimum for adequate sampling by any method are of limited value. For minimization of objective functions of the sort considered in this paper, we have found the current method to be more reliable than a simple implementation of a simulated annealing method (as per Press et al. [8] ). Consequently, the minima presented in this paper are those found by the empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm. As the rate of convergence is fairly slow for moderate , the empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm is used to reduce the difference between the median sample point object function and the lowest value found to a small tolerance and the resulting values improved using the downhill simplex method [8] .
III. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Generally, for polarizability matrix elements to be well determined, the equivalent dipole position must also be well determined, so we concentrate on resolving elements . The squared uncertainties in the nonredundant polarizability elements are given by the first six elements on the main diagonal of , and are denoted by for and indexed appropriately. Because of symmetry of , consequently
. For an object at a given position, given its polarizability (6) allows calculating the squared uncertainties that would be present in estimates of the polarizability elements recovered from inversion of data for any particular system of transmitters and dipole receivers.
Generally, for small objects a given instrument only has sensitivity to objects close to the instrument, so it is futile to demand high precision for objects very distant from the instrument. For small objects closer to a system than the scale of the transmitter loops uncertainty in increases roughly as , approaching a (or larger) dependence at depths greater than the transmitter loop scale [10] . Similarly, for ease in deployment (as on a wheeled cart) it is common to allow some clearance between an instrument and the zone containing possible objects (the ground). Defining the total squared polarizability uncertainty for an object at depth as (8) we weight the total squared uncertainty by and sum it for prospective objects at evenly spaced depths to form objective function in which the total squared uncertainties for prospective objects at the different depths make approximately equal contributions (9) For a multireceiver system with identical receivers, interchanging receivers leads to a system with identical characteristics. This means that for design of a receivered system, raw object function , considered as a function of receiver coordinates, repeats itself times. Any minimum of occurs in identical copies with receiver coordinates interchanged between receivers. To single out the minima of that have receivers ordered with angular position increasing, the values of the others are increased by adding a penalty term of form to . Numbering receivers from 1 to is given a term of the form (10) where is in radians and is the radial position in meters of the th receiver. When receivers are out of order the object function is increased; less ordered population members are penalized relative to more ordered population members. On iteration the population becomes better ordered.
Because of transmitter symmetries, there is commonly also an ambiguity as to receiver array orientation: penalty function is given a second term constraining the receiver at greatest radius to lie at an angular position between and fixing the array orientation with respect to reflection in and axes. An addition term is added to keep receivers within a prescribed region (e.g., inside a horizontal transmitter loop). When individual receiver orientations are allowed to vary, similar terms are added to keep receiver orientations in the upper hemisphere and to keep receiver orientation azimuths between and radians.
Computation of polarizability uncertainties for a test object at some position requires specifying the polarizability of the test object to within a scale factor [9] (or determining through inversion of data). Each orientation of a nonspherical test object results in a different , and thus, different uncertainties in its polarizabilities. To avoid the need for multiple orientations of the test object at the control points where is evaluated in quantity (9) in many cases we optimize the receiver configurations for spherical targets at the control points.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF STANDALONE SYSTEMS
The most comprehensive instrument for determining object polarizability and location would consist of three source coils energized independently to generate source fields in three approximately orthogonal directions and an array of receivers. With sufficient receivers to determine polarizability and position from measurements at a single siting, such a system has the advantage of allowing accurate location and orientation of receivers relative to the transmitter system, eliminating errors that result from uncertainties in relative receiver locations and orientation (e.g., Barrow and Nelson [2] ).
Among the most obvious source coil configurations are a horizontal loop and two vertical loops at right angles with their bottom edges in the plane of the horizontal loop, or, a simple horizontal loop and two figure-eight horizontal loops coincident with the horizontal loop but rotated 90 relative to each other. For both these configurations, a limiting factor is the horizontal magnetic field strengths achieved below the system, as the horizontal fields are smaller than the vertical fields at most locations below the coils for loops and currents of identical size. Close to the source, figure-eight loops give greater horizontal fields than a vertical loop of the same size, but figure-eight loop fields fall off faster with distance, with a vertical loop giving greater horizontal fields by a depth of 0.75 loop widths for loops with a square perimeter. In this study, we adopt the three-orthogonal-loop configuration, with vertical loops crossed, with their lower edges intersecting at the center of the horizontal loop. To keep transmitters easily maneuverable, we restrict the horizontal transmitter to a 0.75 m 1 m size, and vertical transmitters to a 1 m 0.75 m loop and a 0.75 m 0.75 m loop crossed with lower edges intersecting at the center of the horizontal loop. Each loop is assumed to be given a moment of 180 A m when transmitting. Receivers are assumed to have a noise level of 2 nT/s when vertical, simulating a noise level observed in an existent commercial transmitter receiver system at 610 s (Geonics EM-61). For receivers oriented an angle from vertical, the noise level is assumed to be nT/s simulating the larger noise levels found in off-vertical receivers. Of course, scales with the magnitude of receiver noise, and inversely with the magnitude of transmitter current, so optimal receiver locations are independent of the scale of these.
We minimize with the weighted squared polarizability uncertainties for spherical objects averaged over 20 control positions between 0.2 and 1.6 m depth directly below the center of the transmitter system, with a sample population size 20 times the number of unknowns. Early experience minimizing allowing receiver positions to vary above the plane of the horizontal transmitter has resulted in receivers negligibly above this level, so in all cases shown, receivers have been constrained to lie in the plane of the horizontal transmitter loop. For spherical test objects, in our experience minimizing and allowing receiver orientations to vary has resulted in receivers aligned vertically, so in most cases shown, receiver orientations have been fixed at vertical. This reduces the number of unknowns to two per receiver. Results for four-, five-, and six-receiver systems are given in Table I , for the case of receivers constrained to be within a radius of 2.6 m ("unconstrained"), and for the case of receivers constrained to lie within the 1.0 0.75 m horizontal transmitter loop. For these systems, constraining the receivers to lie within the horizontal transmitter loop increases the object function by less than 6%. Table I also lists the root mean square (rms) scatter in receiver position calculated for the best sample points at an iteration with the median object function value 10% higher than the minimum value found. This gives an indication of the range of receiver positions that are allowable, but does not indicate how, when one receiver position is altered, the other receiver positions must be adjusted to keep a low object function value.
The receiver arrays listed in Table I have been optimized for resolving the polarizability elements for spherical objects below the center of the transmitter array. In Figs. 1 and 2 , the rms polarizability uncertainty / is plotted as a function of object position for test spheres located in cross sections below four-and five-receiver arrays. The plots are marked with contours at the polarizability magnitudes (at 610 s after transmitter shutoff), for spheres of varying diameter. For the five-receiver system, even at depths near the 0.35 m, where lateral gradients in uncertainties are greatest, the minimum is broad, laterally suggesting that the instrument can be used on a grid with spacings on the order of 0.6 m laterally, and still result in fairly even coverage. A plot for the six-receiver system with receivers inside the horizontal loop (not shown) is very similar to Fig. 2 , with marginally lower uncertainties. Although the systems of Table I were optimized based on polarizability uncertainties that would be obtained when the polarizability matrix and equivalent dipole position are estimated from data for a spherical object, one can evaluate the polarizability uncertainties that would arise for data from other Table I with receivers constrained to lie within the horizontal transmitter loop. Fig. 3 . RMS polarizability uncertainty as a function of object orientation (relative to vertical), for an elongate object with principal polarizabilities in a 1 : 1 : 1000 ratio, 1 m below four-receiver array of Fig. 1. objects. As a magnetic (i.e., ferrous) object becomes long and narrow the largest principal polarizability (eigenvalue of ), corresponding to source magnetic fields aligned with the length of the object, becomes much larger than the other two (e.g., Pasion and Oldenburg [7] ), and the uncertainties in estimated polarizability are dependent on object orientation as well as the ratios of principal polarizabilities. In Figs. 3-5 , rms polarizability uncertainty is plotted as a function of object orientation for systems with four, five, and six receivers, for an elongate axially symmetric object with a 1 : 1 : 1000 ratio of principal polarizabilities 1 m below the horizontal transmitter loop center. Only the upper hemisphere of orientations is shown as the lower hemisphere of orientations is the same with azimuths rotated 180 . The rms polarizability uncertainties for vertical objects (at figure center) are about the same as those for spherical objects at Figs. 1 and 2 . A curve of orientations with very large uncertainties occurs for the four-receiver system, and similar curves of orientations with very large uncertainties have been seen in all such plots made for four-receiver three-transmitter systems at a single site, for objects with such extreme ratios of principle moments. In the same plot, for the five-receiver system, the large uncertainties occur for only a few orientations of the elongate object, and are greatly reduced in the plot for the six-receiver system. In the plots for the five-and six-receiver systems, there is a background trend toward lower uncertainties for vertical objects and roughly three times greater uncertainties for horizontal objects. This trend is exacerbated at greater depth; by 1.6-m depth (not shown) rms polarizability uncertainties for vertical objects are and A m /T/s for the fiveand six-receiver arrays, and are on the order of 30 times larger for horizontal objects.
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The polarizability uncertainties for deep horizontal elongate objects can be ameliorated by modifying the objective function to minimize the weighted squared uncertainty for elongate objects in place of spheres. To do this we minimize with the weighted squared polarizability uncertainties for elongate objects averaged over ten control points between 0.2 and 1.6 m depth directly below the center of the transmitter system and averaged over seven equally spaced object orientations at each control point. Three orientations are in the and directions; the others are in the directions of four corners a cube with the coordinate axes going through the face centers. Because of symmetry with respect to inversion in the origin, this covers directions from the eight corners and six face centers of the cube. For simplicity, the test object is given a single nonzero principal moment. In contrast to the previous minimization in which orientation was held vertical, for elongate objects, a nonvertical receiver orientation may be desirable so it is allowed to vary. To reduce the number of unknown parameters, receivers are constrained to be in symmetric pairs, with the second of each pair reflected through the transmitter system center at equal radius. For an even number of receivers, this keeps the number of unknowns at two per receiver. Receiver positions and orientations are given in Table II for five-and six-receiver arrays. Receiver orientation azimuth has been left blank for receivers that are vertical. Object function values are higher in Table II than in Table I , reflecting greater rms polarizability uncertainties for some orientations of elongate objects.
In Fig. 6 , rms polarizability uncertainty is plotted as a function of object orientation for the six-receiver array of Table II , for an object with a 1 : 1 : 1000 ratio of principal polarizabilities 1.6 m below the horizontal transmitter loop center. The rms uncertainty for vertical objects is about the same as was for the six-receiver array optimized for spheres (of Table I ). For most horizontal orientations, the rms uncertainty is substantially smaller than it was for the other array, with few orientations having rms uncertainties near the maximum of Fig. 6 . RMS polarizability uncertainty as a function of object orientation, for an elongate object with principal polarizabilities in a 1 : 1 : 1000 ratio, 1.6 m below six-receiver array of Table II . Fig. 7 . RMS polarizability uncertainty as a function of object position for horizontal elongate object (1 : 1 : 1000 polarizability) pointing in theŷ direction below six-receiver array of Table II. A m /T/s. RMS uncertainties for this object at 1.6-m depth below the five-receiver array of Table II (not shown) range from A m /T/s for vertical objects to A m /T/s for most horizontal orientations, but with two patches of nearly horizontal orientations with rms uncertainties over A m /T/s. In Fig. 7 the rms polarizability uncertainty is plotted as a function of object position for a horizontal 1 :1 : 1000 principal polarizability object pointing in the direction in cross section below the six-receiver array of Table II . Reducing the polarizability ratios to 1 : 1 : 40, which is more realistic for UXO at 610 s, results in an almost identical plot (not shown).
The systems above are capable of estimating from measurements with the system at a single site. When data from an object are recorded at more than one siting of a system, estimates of can be averaged from adjacent sites to decrease their uncertainties. Provided that system orientation is known, different estimates of can be rotated into a common coordinate system and weighted inversely by their rms uncertainties. For such averaging, system site locations need only be known well enough to test whether the equivalent dipole positions from two observations might correspond to a single object.
V. OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEMS FOR USE ON LINES OF SITES
If instrument position and orientation are known accurately, measurements from multiple instrument sitings can be combined to estimate an object's polarizability directly. This has the advantage of allowing using systems with fewer transmitters and receivers than in the previous section, but has the disadvantage of requiring accurate system positioning and orientation. In this section, it is assumed that a survey is carried out in lines with relative position and orientation known accurately along sections of survey line, but not between survey lines.
A horizontal loop source operated at a series of sites along a line illuminates objects below that line with magnetic fields oriented in the vertical plane containing the line of sites. Adding a simple vertical loop transmitter in that plane, or a horizontal figure-eight loop with one subloop on either side of the line, illuminates objects below the line with magnetic fields normal to the vertical plane containing the line of sites. In this study, we adopt the horizontal plus vertical loop configuration, with a 0.75-m-wide 1-m-long horizontal loop and a 1-m-long 0.75-m-high vertical loop with the lower edge through the horizontal loop center. The loops are oriented lengthwise in the direction of the siting line. Transmitters and receivers are assumed to have the same moments and noise levels as in the previous section.
For simplicity we restrict our attention to using data from eight sites along a survey line, with the intersite spacing as a free parameter. As the rms polarizability uncertainties for elongate objects tend to be larger than for spheres, we minimize with the weighted squared polarizability uncertainties for elongate objects (1 : 1 : 1000 polarizability) averaged over ten control points between 0.2 and 1.6 m depth below the middle of the survey line segment, and averaged over seven equally spaced object orientations at each control point. Results for one-, two-, and three-receiver arrays are given in Table III . Receiver orientation was allowed to vary. Receiver orientation azimuth has been left blank for vertical receivers. The improvements in object function going from one to three receivers are better than the improvement to be expected solely from an increase in the number of data. The two-and three-receiver arrays operated on eight sites result have quite good angular coverage. For example, at 1.6-m depth below the line segment center, the three-receiver array has a minimum rms moment uncertainty of A m /T/s for horizontal elongate objects oriented normal to the line, and a maximum of A m /T/s for horizontal elongate objects oriented parallel to the line. RMS polarizability uncertainty for 1 : 1 : 1000 polarizability objects oriented parallel to the survey line is plotted as function of position in cross section through the segment center in Fig. 8 , for the three-receiver system. Of course, the three-transmitter systems of Table II also can be used with data from more than one site, giving lower uncertainties (not shown) than the two-transmitter three-receiver system uncertainties shown here.
VI. OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEMS FOR USE ON A GRID
A horizontal loop moved about a two-dimensional surface can illuminate any point beneath the surface with a magnetic field in any arbitrary direction, so, in principle, only one source is needed for an instrument operated on a two-dimensional grid. We restrict our attention to data from a 4 4 grid subsection centered over an object. We assume a 0.75-m-wide 1-m-long horizontal loop transmitter with a 180-A m moment, sited on a rectangular grid with instrument position and orientation known accurately. We minimize with the weighted squared polarizability uncertainties for elongate Table IV . Receiver orientation was allowed to vary. Receiver orientation azimuth has been omitted as all receivers are vertical. Increasing the number of receivers to four (not shown) improves the object function only marginally better than the improvement expected for an increased number of data. The lower object function values reflect lower rms polarizability uncertainties at all depths (not shown) compared to the results of the previous two sections. However, to achieve these results, system location and orientation must be accurately known at each site.
VII. EFFECTS OF SYSTEM LOCATION ERRORS
The results of the previous two sections require accurate instrument (relative) locations and orientations. For any particular system and object, one can estimate the effect of instrument location errors by Monte Carlo methods: adding artificial noise to synthetic data and adding random mislocations to the system coordinates at each site, inverting for object polarizabilities and location, and repeating to develop statistics. In Fig. 9 , rms polarizability errors are plotted as a function of system location error for three systems from Tables II-IV, for a horizontal 22-mm 1 : 8 aspect ratio ferrous shell modeled as a magnetic conducting prolate spheriod ( A -m /T/s principal polarizabilities at 610 s). In the simulations to produce this figure, Gaussian noise was added to the system and coordinates at each site, and the abscissa site location uncertainties are total location uncertainty . Results from the three-transmitter six-receiver system at a single site are unaffected by instrument location errors. Results from the other two systems are strongly affected by instrument location errors and require instrument location errors as small as 1 cm to give results comparable to the single-site system. This is smaller than typical relative global positioning system errors of 2.5 cm currently available. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
A weighted rms average of polarizability uncertainties for objects at a series of depths below a system is an objective measure of the discrimination capability of a system. For chosen-transmitter configurations, we have found receiver configurations minimizing the polarizability uncertainty using the empirical distribution evolutionary algorithm. Three-transmitter, five-or six-receiver systems optimized for use at a single site have the advantage that their estimates of object polarizabilities and relative position are unaffected by errors in instrument location and orientation. Systems used on a grid or line of accurately known locations have the advantage of only needing one or two-transmitters, but polarizability estimates from them are strongly degraded when contaminated with small instrument location errors.
